Phonak Nathos Auto
TM

A seamless experience

Join us on a Venture into the next generation
Phonak Nathos Auto hearing aids are powered by the new chip technology from
Venture, providing twice the processing power while reducing battery consumption.
With this, we are introducing higher performing solutions for ultimate ease of use and
convenience – all designed with your patient specifically in mind.
With the launch of Nathos Auto, Phonak has set the industry benchmark for
innovative hearing solutions designed to meet patients’ individual needs. Delivering
exceptional speech understanding while enhancing sound quality and battery
performance, the Venture technology has now been incorporated into the latest
product offering in the Phonak Nathos Auto hearing aid family.
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Phonak Nathos Auto
The latest in performance and reliability
The new Phonak Nathos Auto hearing aids incorporate high-performance Venture
technology in an aesthetically appealing design combined with reliability and ease of use.
Highlights include:
•	5 discreet models – Nathos Auto offers more features enabling access to state-of-the-art
technology and improved performance on your patients’ ears
•	Newly designed housings – made from high-tech, light-weight composite materials for
comfort and extra durability
• IP rated – all models are water resistant and dust tight* to ensure extra robustness and
reliability1
•	AutoSense OS – the most advanced, automatic program. AutoSense OS is clinically proven to
always select the best settings and maximise hearing performance2
•	Tinnitus Balance – built in tinnitus management within all the devices provides a means of
sound enrichment that can be used as part of any tinnitus management program
•	Full wireless accessory compatibility – Nathos Auto connects to the latest Phonak Wireless
Communication Portfolio

*Exception to the Nathos Auto RIC which is IP57 rating
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Understanding needs
In order to successfully cater to
patients’ lifestyles and preferences, our
strong partnerships with audiologists
across the UK and extensive research
have helped us to further understand
their requirements and driven us to
create the broadest portfolio of Phonak
hearing solutions available to the NHS.
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We are constantly listening to your
needs and recognise that sound quality,
reliability, connecting to accessories
and excellent speech understanding in
every listening situation are at the
forefront of your patients’
expectations.3, 4, 5

Phonak is renowned for providing outstanding quality in the BTE hearing aid segment for
decades. Nathos Auto hearing aids fulfil the needs of the patient by:

…being durable and
withstanding various
environments

…performing with
accuracy and precision in
a multitude of listening
environments

…being discreet
without compromising
on performance

... having a longer
lasting battery life

…being low
maintenance offering
reliability

…offering a
seamless listening
experience through
easy operation

…appealing to the
wearer’s individuality
and expectations
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Phonak Nathos Auto
A seamless experience
Our innovative and powerful Nathos
Auto portfolio provides a seamless
listening experience and marks the
beginning of a next generation of
hearing solutions for the NHS. It
reflects our mission to continuously
challenge the limits of technology and
provide innovative, unrivalled solutions
to meet patients’ individual needs. This
is where the signature operating
system at the heart of the Venture
platform, AutoSense OS, excels.

“

“

Powered by a state-of-the-art
proprietary chip which provides double
the processing capacity of its
predecessor, Phonak Nathos Auto
allows patients to benefit from better
all-around hearing performance in
even more listening situations.2
Additionally, power consumption is
reduced by 30%. This equates to an
extra two days of battery life which
means less hassle for your patients.6

With AutoSense, when I’m in company I can
enjoy conversation all round, better than I did
before.
Norman Carr, Nathos Auto hearing aid wearer
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Pinnacle performance
AutoSense OS
A unique and automatic operating system

Sound changes constantly and varies
not only in loudness and type, but also
in the mix and predominance of one
sound over another. This makes the
task a hearing aid has to perform very
complex. Patients want to hear it all,
but still have the ability to focus and
pick out what is important for them.

AutoSense OS makes use of yet another
industry-leading technology, known as
Binaural VoiceStream Technology™.
This streams the full audio bandwidth
in real-time and bi-directionally
between the two hearing aids for
unmatched hearing performance and
improved sound quality.2, 7, 8, 9

AutoSense OS does this in a way like
no other. It accurately captures and
analyses sounds in real time to
precisely match patients’ exact
listening environments. With no
manual interaction required, it creates
an exceptional listening experience as
transitioning from one sound
environment to another is seamless.

AutoSense OS is clinically proven to
always select the best settings and
maximise hearing performance
automatically so that your patients
don’t have to.2, 9
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Music settings

Battery performance

Provides the true sound of music

30% improvement

Music needs different types of requirements to speech and it
makes no sense to blend other programs and features. With
Nathos Auto, music has its own program that allows the
patient to hear with excellent sound quality.

Battery life plays a significant role in the everyday handling
of hearing instruments. For many patients, having to replace
the battery once or twice a week can be a perceived hassle
and/or unwelcome expense.
Thanks to the new Venture Hybrid chip we have improved
the power consumption across all the models when
streaming wirelessly from HI to HI and from accessory to HI.
Meaning people have to spend less time changing batteries.

“

When listening to
music I’ve heard
different sounds that
I’ve never heard
before!

“

Naomi Preston from Morecambe,
Nathos Auto hearing aid wearer
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Tinnitus Balance
Flexible tinnitus solution for the first time in all Nathos Auto devices

As part of the Phonak Tinnitus Balance
Portfolio, the Tinnitus Balance is
designed to be flexible enough to adapt
to most common tinnitus management
philosophies or your own combined
approach. This feature provides a
means of sound enrichment that can

be used as part of your tinnitus
management program and offers
fitting flexibility through the Phonak
Target™ software. It is now available in
every Phonak Nathos Auto model.
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Complexity simplified
Streamlined portfolio
A compact product offering serving a wide range of
hearing loss levels from mild to severe
The streamlined Phonak Nathos Auto product family is easy to become familiar
with. All 5 models include a telecoil and in addition, the Nathos Auto M has more
power than our previous Nathos S+ M. All these models can be easily fitted with
the Phonak Target™ 5.2 fitting software.

Nathos
Auto Micro

Nathos
Auto M

Nathos
Auto SP

Nathos
Auto UP

Nathos
Auto RIC

Telecoil

•

•

•

•

•

IP rating

IP67

1

IP67

IP67

1

1

•
•

•

•

312

13

13

675

312

2cc coupler

122*

126*

131**

141***

128****

Ear simulator

126*

130*

135**

145***

136****

2cc coupler

56*

58*

71**

82***

63****

Ear simulator

60*

62*

75**

85***

72****

Design-integrated Roger receiver

•

•

•

Direct Audio Input

•

•

•

Volume Control
Battery size
Maximum Power Output (dB SPL)
Maximum gain (dB)

*SlimTube HE
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**HE 10 680

•

IP5711

•

Push button

•

IP68
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***HE 11 Hook

•

****SuperPower Plus xReceiver (xSP Plus)

Phonak Wireless Communication Portfolio
Boost the performance of your patients’ hearing aids
Phonak Nathos Auto is a high-performance hearing aid portfolio. If needed, patients can further boost the performance
in the most challenging listening situations with our comprehensive Wireless Communication Portfolio.
Whether on the move, at work or at home, it has never been easier to receive phone calls, listen over larger distance or
watch TV.12

Phone

Conversation

Control
Roger Clip-On Mic

RemoteMic

EasyCall II
DECT II

Roger Pen/Roger Easy Pen

TV and music

ComPilot II

ComPilot Air II

TVLink II

PilotOne II

RemoteControl App

Single-sided deafness

CROS II-13

CROS II-312

Wireless Communications Portfolio requires Phonak Nathos Auto wireless hearing aids however, the Roger portfolio can be used with any manufactures hearing aids and
cochlear implants. Please see accompanying ‘Wireless Communications Portfolio’ brochure.
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Phonak Wireless Accessories for Nathos Auto hearing aids

DECT II

EasyCall II

ComPilot II

ComPilot Air II

Use case
Phone calls

Home phone

•
•

One mobile phone
Multiple mobile phones
VoIP (Skype) / Office phone
Conversation over distance

•
•
•3

•
•
•3

•
•1
•

•1

•
•
•

•

Calm environment
In loud noise

Streaming

TV/Music up to 3h per day
TV/Music more than 3h per day

Remote control

•

Additional information
Connectivity / Supported
inputs

•

Bluetooth
Europlug (Roger/FM)
3.5 mm audio plug
Digital optical/coaxial

Phone solution guide

Streaming guide

Phonak DECT II

Use as home and small office solution for fixed
installation.

Phonak EasyCall II

Use when always using the same mobile phone.

Phonak ComPilot II
or ComPilot Air II

a) When using 2 mobile phones in parallel or if you
switch between mobile phones.
b) When doing hands-free calls
e.g., while driving a car.

1
2
3
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requires a TVLink II for TV watching
requires a Phonak streamer (ComPilot II or ComPilot Air II)
requires a USB/phone adapter

ComPilot II

Use for long streaming time per day when
watching movies and listening to music.

ComPilot Air II

Use for up to 4h streaming time per day for
occasional use of watching TV or mainly
doing phone calls.

PilotOne II

TVLink II
basestation

TV & Music Set

•
•
•3

•2
•2
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roger Pen

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roger
Clip-on Mic

Roger Easy Pen

RemoteMic

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Conversation over distance guide
Phonak Roger devices

Use for listening and conversation over
distance in noisy environments.
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Captivating looks
Phonak Nathos Auto gives you something new and appealing to show to your patients. Available in 5 new designs and
5 colours, patients can match their personality with hair or skin tones. The small ergonomic design has a high value-feel
and sits comfortably behind the ear.
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Life is on
At Phonak, we believe that hearing well is essential to
living life to the fullest. For more than 70 years, we
have remained true to our mission by developing
pioneering hearing solutions that change people’s
lives to thrive socially and emotionally. Life is on.

Phonak UK
Sonova House, Lakeside Drive,
Centre Park, Warrington WA1 1RX
Telephone: 01925 623600
Email: info@phonak.co.uk
www.phonaknhs.co.uk

Join the conversation
@PhonakGB
@PhonakUK
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@PhonakUK
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